Sept 2013

Ziyibye…
Our alumni, Ziyi, left for Japan on 19th
September with a one-way ticket.

and

CONGRATULATIONS!ı
MOONCAKE festival
SMU SAILING’s

THE

14 of September saw the annual
SMU Sailing Mooncake party being held
at the house of Yujia, remembered for
the ‘MISMATCHED’ themed Christmas
party last year that went a little crazy.

Taking the best from the previous parties,
grilled steaks were a must that Saturday
night with majority appreciating it
medium (well-done for a few eccentric
ones, guess who?).
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And as much as we thought that we
can never go wrong in barbecuing our
trusty sausages, Wei Chong took skill to a
whole new unprecedented level by
losing an entire pack of approximately
five to six sausages to the charcoals, the
sausages literally falling through the thin
grills all at once.
However, as our
otherwise trusty chef, he deserves a pat
on the back for feeding so many of us
that night!

with several distorted and retired lanterns
being burnt like offerings at the side of the
road. As manpower gathered, the much
awaited photo with sparklers forming the
words SMU Sailing was then taken, the 5th
year we’ve done this (as photos show).
Things did not stop there, however, and
the ingenuity of some led to a subsequent
series of rather interesting/entertaining
photos that had better be kept to
ourselves.

Taiwan beers which tasted more like fruit
juice than anything else were substitutes
for the usual hard-er liquors found at
sailing parties, but perhaps that was to
keep us sane for the yearly tradition of
lanter ns and sparklers! This year,
continuation of lantern fights concluded

The night ended with much leftover
potluck food, too many uneaten
mooncakes, lanterns and sparklers, and
all of us watching the last segment of the
slightly ridiculous movie, Herbie.
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APSC 2013

by Calvin Lim

WEEK 5	
   of an SMU student brings all

Chong forming one and Collin, Bryan,
Lionel and Terna manning the other.
Besides them, there was also an SMU
Sailing feel to the rest of the boats with
Gwen sailing on the all girls’ boat and Wen
Chun and Pei Quan joining Justin Liu’s starstudded team. Oh, not forgetting Shaun
Toh who sailed for Team China in the last
few flights, but more of that later.

Following on the success of last year’s
inaugural hosting, the second year of
APSC saw fourteen entries from eight
different countries including China, Italy,
Japan, Thailand, Ireland, Malaysia and
Australia. A stellar lineup from NUS, NTU, SP
and SMU made up the rest of the list.

Despite the forecast of cloudy skies and
compromising winds, Day 1 actually
brought forth a fresh gust of breeze which
allowed every boat to finish 6 matches
meaning a total of 64 races – pretty sick
stuff! Calvin’s boat got off to a good start
to the regatta achieving a 5-1 win-loss
record early in the day, which put them up
to second after Day 1. Collin’s boat
overcame some early loss in navigation

sorts of different dilemmas and worries. For
some, it is about getting out of the
quicksand of schoolwork, for others it is
about catching the F1 action and
concerts (ok no one actually watches
Bieber), and for some others partying at
Hardwell but for most of us, it is the Asia
Pacific Student Cup!

SMU Sailing also sent 2 teams of four for
this event with Calvin, Alexi, Liwen and Wei
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APSC 2013
and going to the wrong mark to chalk
up 2 wins after going up against a lot of
the pre-game favorites.
Day 2 was a much more interesting affair
for our sailors. Calvin’s boat almost
made a bungle in the first race against
the Italians. Leading off the pre-start up
till the last rounding, they disastrously
hoisted straight into the top mark to
howls of “hey, ooiii!” from the Italians.
Some would blame it on the overeagerness of the bow-llast, others on the
nervousness of the helm but whatever it
is, the team held their nerve to pin one
on their Italian counterparts before just
taking the gun. Interestingly, the last
flight before the changeover also saw
the LIM brothers go head to head in an
official match race. A double penalty at
the start gave Calvin the advantage but
this was quickly wiped off and Collin’s
team soon found themselves ahead but
with a penalty outstanding. All seemed
to be going well until Team Collin
decided to clear their penalty, at the
top mark… for those that do not know
match racing, you are not allowed to
clear your penalty two boat lengths
around the mark so that turn was for
naught and Calvin’s team sailed
through for the finish.
The third day of racing saw the round
robin stage come to a close with
Calvin’s team finishing in 4th and Collin’s
team just missing out in the last few
matches. If there ever was match of the
regatta, it would be this one: Team
China vs Team SP. This was easily the
most watched match and one that had
everyone holding their breadths. A late
crew pull-out saw our very own Shaunmatchracing-Toh called to action and
he immediately assumed the role of
America’s Cup tactician on Team China.
Whoever says hoisting during the
downwind is a must clearly had to eat
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Team Calvin

Team Collin

All-girls team

Team Justin

SAIL CAMP 2013
All in all, the regatta was big success for
SMU Sailing. We achieved a 3rd place in
the University category against tough
and steep opposition. Off the water, the
teams also enjoyed the festivities of the
F1, sampled local food and toured
various places with the guidance of our
sailors and everyone was able to build
bonds of friendship with many of the
In the Quarterfinal stage, Calvin’s team international students.
was knocked out by his arch-nemesis
Denise who eliminated him by the same Special thanks go out to Andrew and
score line as last year, 1-2. Much earlier OSL for the months of planning and
than that, first seeds Team Justin with our putting this together, Lynette and all the
sailors Pei Quan and Wen Chun were volunteers who worked tirelessly to
surprisingly overrun by the rampant ensure that operations were smooth
Japanese who would later go on to win and that everyone had fun and all the
the Championship, with some help from a sailors and officials who made this all
magical fountain that Lionel and Lynette possible! We look forward to the 2014
brought them to the night before the last edition of APSC!
day. Team Girls with Gwen on board
would go on to finish 4th after pushing
Team RK to five matches in the semi finals.
his words as Team China sailed past Team
SP with just a headsail during the
downwind leg, much to the shock yet
delight of the spectators. In the end,
valiant efforts of SFT was not enough as
Team China lost to Team SP but not
before giving everyone the entertainment
coming to Singapore deserved!

Bucket time
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